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PROFILE 

 
I am an Indonesian translator with nine years of experience in translating both English-Indonesian and 

Indonesian-English as a freelancer and online, serving any kind of text. I am also currently working as an online 

freelance translator in South Korea's Flitto and in US' TED Organization as an online freelance subtitle translator. 

 
 
 
 

 

LANGUAGES 

 
Pairs served: English to Indonesian and Indonesian to English. 

 
 
 
 

 

OTHER SERVICES 

 
Proofreading, copywriting, subtitling. 

 
 
 
 

 

EDUCATION 

 
Year Qualification (all were completed at University of Surabaya, Indonesia) 

2013 to 2015 Master of Management 

2011 to 2012 Pharmacist Profession Program 

2006 to 2011 Bachelor of Pharmacy 

mailto:nugrahaputraindra@gmail.com


 
 

 

TRANSLATION EXPERIENCE 

 
Freelance jobs 

 
Years of experience as a freelance translator: 9 

 

 
November 2015-Present 

Flitto 
 
Flitto is a language data enterprise based in Seoul, South Korea and currently has branch offices in Beijing, China 

as well as in Tokyo, Japan that provides various kinds of translation services. People can request for translations 

to the translators who have joined Flitto on a platform created using the concept of crowdsourcing, the concept of 

which the requests are done by many translators then the requestors choose the translations based on the 

proficiency level possessed by the translators or the 1:1 concept, the concept of which the requestors can put 

offers of translation projects for the Pro-qualified translators to take and there will be a Pro translator chosen to 

work on the project later. I have joined Flitto as an online freelance translator since November 2015. I am qualified 

as a Pro translator and possess the Fluent proficiency level for English-Indonesian pair and vice versa. I have 

done many translation projects, both crowdsourcing and 1:1 translation service during my time joining Flitto. 

 
 
December 2021-Present 

 

TED Organization 
 

TED is a nonprofit organization based in the United States of America that aims at spreading positive ideas with 

various topics, from science, economy/business to global issues through talk events held by TED itself or 

independently run by third parties, such as communities. I have joined the TED Translator program since 

December 2021 as an online voluntary subtitle translator for English-Indonesian pair and vice versa. This program 

was created so as to help make the ideas delivered by the speakers in TED's talk events easier to be properly 

accepted and comprehended by many audiences in other countries. The l ink to my profile on TED’s website is 

https://www.ted.com/profiles/32019737/translator 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IT AND CAT TOOLS 

 
SDL Trados, MemoQ, CaptionHub. 

 

OTHER SOFTWARE 

 
Microsoft Word. 

https://www.ted.com/profiles/32019737/translator








This is to certify that

Indra Nugraha Putra
has successfully completed the EF SET Certificate

 and has earned the English level:

Awarded on:

17 Jan 2022

Understanding the results

Your level of English is 85/100 on the EF SET score scale and C2 Proficient according to the Common European Framework of 
Reference (CEFR). This score is calculated as an average of your reading and listening scores

Listening Section
86/100   C2 Proficient

You are comfortable in all situations that require full 
comprehension of spoken English; you are almost never 
confused or searching for the meaning of words and phrases.  
You understand nuances of expression and tone, humor and 
emphasis in all live theatrical presentations, films or broadcast 
presentations in English.

Can understand with ease any kind of spoken language, 
even when delivered at fast native speed, provided with time 
to get familiar with any regional or other accent.

Can understand lectures and presentations with a high 
degree of colloquialism, regional usage and unfamiliar 
terminology.

Reading Section
83/100   C2 Proficient

Your command of English allows you to read virtually any kind 
of text (factual, literary, technical) and accurately recognize and 
categorize style and tone.  You can understand complex 
technical writing on unfamiliar subjects on a wide range of 
topics.

Can read with ease virtually all forms of written language, 
including abstract, structurally or linguistically complex texts 
such as manuals, specialized articles and literary works.

Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts, 
appreciating subtle distinctions of style, and implicit 
meaning.

www.efset.org/cert/mbF2kW
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